March 27, 2014

**top headlines**

**Match Day**
Get important facts and figures on the IU School of Medicine Class of 2014's Match Day results.

**Newborn hearts**
Simon Conway and his colleagues have shed new light on a poorly understood period of heart development.

**#MedChat**
Emily Webber is the next participant in a new online conversation series about medical topics.

**editor’s picks**

**News to Use**

**IUSM in the news**
Read about an expected decision on the site of a new medical campus in Evansville, Kenneth White's new appointment, and more.

**Opportunities**

**Artwork sought**
Hands in Autism and the Indiana Arts Commission are looking for work from artists with autism spectrum disorder for a special exposition.

**Grants**

**Basic research funding**

**features of the week**

**story**

**Make me a match**
Explore photos and meet some of the students behind this year's Match Day celebration, including Joel Franco and Tanya Devnani. The couple met during their first year of medical school and got engaged in front of their entire class as they went on stage to learn where they would serve their residencies.

**podcast**
The Indiana CTSI seeks applicants for a program that provides funds to access advanced technologies at IU, Purdue and Notre Dame.

**Kudos**

**Leading the way**
Jo Ann Matory and David Wilkes are recent recipients of Minority Achievers Awards from the Center for Leadership Development.

**faculty & staff spotlight**

**Records redesign**
Alissa Russ is first author on a new study that says small changes to medical records can have big impact on human health.

**student spotlight**

**Eye-opening experience**
IUPUI student Anna Brenneman is considering a career in health care after traveling to the Dominican Republic with Timmy Global Health.

**'Sound Medicine'**

This week, "Sound Medicine" asks whether vitamins are useless in response to a recent report that claims they are not effective at cancer or disease prevention. Also, go behind the scenes at Walgreens to learn how the pharmacy chain predicts spikes in flu season, learn how nanoparticles are being used to deliver drugs and get healthy eating tips for kids.

**events & lectures**

- **Sixth Annual Hunger Banquet**
  03-28-2014
- **Shave the Date Carnival**
  04-08-2014
- **23rd Annual Evening of the Arts**
  04-12-2014
- **Biocrossroads Frameworx Session with Jay Hess**
  04-16-2014
- **Marks Brothers Award Lecture**
  04-29-2014
- **IU School of Medicine Calendar**

**IUSM campus links**

Bloomington • Evansville • Fort Wayne • Indianapolis
Lafayette • Muncie • Gary • South Bend • Terre Haute
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